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Description
There are many tasks which apply to all drivers working on an Hierarchical FileSystem (NFS, WebDav, LocalDriver, ....).
When it comes to security we want custom drivers not implent that all on their own, but provide it by the System.
Therefore create a new Class "AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver" extending AbstractDriver as a new Base Class for LocalDriver
and move the "general functions" one level up. Doing so we can extend it with some security and cleanup things there.
Associated revisions
Revision c997bfc9 - 2013-08-07 13:03 - Steffen Ritter
[TASK] Introduce AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver
There are many tasks which apply to all drivers working on an
Hierarchical FileSystem (NFS, WebDav, LocalDriver, ....).
When it comes to security we dont want custom drivers to implement
that all on their own, but provide it by the System.
Introducing AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver enables us to
do so, without breaking compatibility (Base class, interface
and Classname stay the same).
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Resolves: #50867
Change-Id: Ib1b45c6ad384f82f7a5138372ed91269b8db38c2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22916
Reviewed-by: Nicole Cordes
Tested-by: Nicole Cordes
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel
Revision c3b2ee29 - 2013-08-07 13:51 - Steffen Ritter
[TASK] Introduce AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver
There are many tasks which apply to all drivers working on an
Hierarchical FileSystem (NFS, WebDav, LocalDriver, ....).
When it comes to security we dont want custom drivers to implement
that all on their own, but provide it by the System.
Introducing AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver enables us to
do so, without breaking compatibility (Base class, interface
and Classname stay the same).
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Resolves: #50867
Change-Id: Ib1b45c6ad384f82f7a5138372ed91269b8db38c2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22919
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel
Revision c9411994 - 2013-08-07 13:52 - Steffen Ritter
[TASK] Introduce AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver
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There are many tasks which apply to all drivers working on an
Hierarchical FileSystem (NFS, WebDav, LocalDriver, ....).
When it comes to security we dont want custom drivers to implement
that all on their own, but provide it by the System.
Introducing AbstractHierarchicalFilesystemDriver enables us to
do so, without breaking compatibility (Base class, interface
and Classname stay the same).
Releases: 6.2, 6.1, 6.0
Resolves: #50867
Change-Id: Ib1b45c6ad384f82f7a5138372ed91269b8db38c2
Reviewed-on: https://review.typo3.org/22920
Reviewed-by: Helmut Hummel
Tested-by: Helmut Hummel

History
#1 - 2013-08-07 12:29 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Accepted to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22916
#2 - 2013-08-07 12:48 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 2 for branch master has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22916
#3 - 2013-08-07 13:30 - Steffen Ritter
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset c997bfc9681bbe454820fc746e3419a543e4ad92.
#4 - 2013-08-07 13:51 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from Resolved to Under Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-1 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22919
#5 - 2013-08-07 13:52 - Gerrit Code Review
Patch set 1 for branch TYPO3_6-0 has been pushed to the review server.
It is available at https://review.typo3.org/22920
#6 - 2013-08-07 14:30 - Steffen Ritter
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
Applied in changeset c941199464aa26aa7ffc84f002566b3d3233b670.
#7 - 2018-10-02 12:12 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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